
My vocabulary of scientific terms has grown by

leaps and bounds in the last few months. 

Biopsy. Malignant. Mucoepidermoid. Carcinoma. Lacri-

mal gland. Resection. Triangulation. Proton radiotherapy.

I may be in seventh grade, but I ought to be qualified for 

med school by the end of this. 

The hardest part of the treatment is keeping my eye 

focused in the center of that red X. The whole thing 

makes me incredibly nervous. If someone tells you not 

to think about a purple elephant, it’s suddenly the only 

thing you can think about. 

PROTONAPALOOZA
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Bad Day #2 was Diagnosis Day, when I learned

whether the thing in my head was benign (what 

we were hoping for) or malignant (what we were most 

definitely not hoping for).

A couple of weeks earlier, we’d gone into the hospital

super early one morning for a biopsy, where the

doctors took a little chunk of my tumor: They knocked 

me out and shoved a big needle through my eyelid to 

get a sample . . . and then I lay in bed and watched Net-

flix all day. Isaac and Abby came over that day, but even 

then, Isaac seemed like he wasn’t looking at me or my 

bandaged face when we talked. 

I had to wear a big patch for a couple of days and got 

a black eye afterward, but if I’m being totally honest, 

the black eye was kind of cool. I kind of liked the looks I 

BACK TO THE BAD
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During fourth period, I feel a sudden, pounding need 

to go to the bathroom. Mr. Beaulieu gives me a hall pass, 

and I make it with only minutes to spare.

On my way back to class, I’m about to turn down

another empty hallway when Isaac comes around the 

corner, right in front of me. I think we’re both caught off

guard, because we stop.

“Hey . . . Isaac.” Why am I suddenly nervous? He’s one 

of my two best friends in the world.

He looks a little trapped. There are no other students 

to dash off to or hide behind. “Heyyy, Ross.”

I’m not sure what to say, so I say, “Bathroom?”

He laughs, but it seems like an uncomfortable laugh. 

“Yep.”

“Me too.” I pat the hall pass against my palm. “Hey. 

How are you doing on Annihilation: Moon?” 

Isaac puts one of his sticklike arms up and rubs the 

back of his neck. “Oh. Good. I’m  .  .  . almost done. Have 

you done the whole crater challenge?”

This is literally our first conversation in forever, and I

feel myself light up. “Yeah! I just finished the crater! We 

should get together and play sometime! Maybe—”

He cuts me off by holding clenched fists together 

in front of him and doing a little dance/shuffle. “Ross,
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Eventually, I got out of bed and put the photo album 

back. I spent a long time in the mirror trying to imagine 

myself with a fake eye. I mean, I already felt weird with 

just a hat and a bald spot. How was I going to . . . Was I 

gonna look like the Phantom of the Opera? Would I scare 

small children?

I made a mental note to look up facial prosthetics, but 

I wasn’t exactly rushing to the computer. I was pretty 

sure I wouldn’t like what I saw.

My dad and Linda were at the kitchen table. Linda was

next to my dad, rubbing his back as they sat and read 

their Kindles. Probably reading the books Dr. Popsicle

recommended. When I walked in, they quickly set them 

aside and gave me their full, concerned attention.

“Hey, bud.” My dad jumped up, wiping his eyes and 

looking away. For the first time, I realized he was at least 

as scared as I was.

“Want some breakfast? I can make hole-in-ones! Or 

scrambled?”

I shook my head, looking around the kitchen. Again, I 

was memorizing. I couldn’t stop. We’d lived in this house 

since before I could remember—if I looked over at that 

frog-shaped cookie jar, was there a chance it would be 

the last time I’d see it?
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In Ms. Bayer’s class, I’m hyperaware of everyone around 

me. How they look at me. 

And I get looks. It’s hard not to start yelling questions 

at every person that glances my way. 

I’m mulling it over and getting more and more

irritated when Jimmy drops into his seat beside me.

“Well, well! If it ain’t Mr. Geee-tar Man.” Only he 

stretches guitar out, dripping with sarcasm. He’s 

chomping on his gum, his open spit jar in hand, and 

the area around his mouth is glistening in a way that 

makes me feel queasy. “You gonna favor us with a tune,

Guitar Man? Gonna play us a little ditty?” He’s talking 

loud enough for the whole class to hear. Sarah turns her 

head just enough that I can tell she’s listening. And she’s 

not the only one. The room is all ears.

I feel steam boiling up in my head as I picture that 

stupid cartoon of Death with my name on it. Death, 

waiting for me. 
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I’m curled up against something, and I look up. I’m 

pinned up against Sarah Kennedy’s leg. I sort of have her 

trapped there. Her eyes are big, and she looks freaked 

out and disgusted—and she’s desperately trying to get 

her leg out from beside me. 

But I can’t stop the crying. Full-on snot-slinging

crying, like it’s never going to stop. I look around and 

see a handful of my classmates looking at me like an

alien.

“Stop it!” My voice cracks and bubbles. “Quit looking 

at me!” I cover my face and realize I’ve seen that look on 

people’s faces before. In fifth grade when Stan Hardin 

wet his pants because Ms. Falsey wouldn’t give him a 

bathroom pass.

I know what that look is.

It’s pity.

And that’s when I officially wish I could crawl under 

the floor tiles and die.
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eye and put a bandage over it. It’s essentially a patch, 

so I get a handful of pirate comments—but at least a 

bandage looks kinda dramatic, unlike a stupid hat.

Still, the bandage can’t keep the goo from running

down my cheek throughout the day. So that’s a good look.

Ross Maloy: Gooey Pirate.

One day in Mr. Brown’s class, my pen ran out of ink, 

and I borrowed one from Jason Kelly. Then at the end of 

class, when I offered it back, he looked really quick back 

and forth between my face and the pen, and swallowed.

“I’m . . . I’m okay. You keep it.”

It was only after he darted away that I looked at the 

pen. It was shiny from my goop. Then I noticed the shiny 

spots on the desk.

After that I started carrying these cleaning wipes that 

Linda uses all the time. I tried to do it without people no-

ticing, but I’d wipe up any gooey spots I’d left behind me.

It was humiliating, like I’d committed some kind of 

crime. Like I was a burglar wiping his fingerprints.

But the shiny goop and the glowing angry red was 

still there on my face for all to see. I started sitting lower 

in my chair in class, just so I could casually prop my

elbow on the desk and cover that side of my face with 

my hand. I got pretty good at it. Made it look natural and 

maybe even a little suave.
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After my treatment, on the way to Abby’s, I apologize 

to Linda. She waves it off like nothing happened—

“No worries!”—and takes me by Dagwood’s for a cook-

ies ’n’ cream milkshake. Milkshake Therapy, she calls it. 

Sometimes she’s pretty okay.

When I show up, Abby’s parents are on their living 

room couch, looking at houses for sale in Minneapolis 

on a laptop. 

We have a brief, awkward conversation about them 

UGH
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The surgery was crazy early. It was pitch-black out as 

I put on my clothes. I wore loose shorts and a loose T-

shirt like they said to, so they could get me back in them 

easily when I was all goofy and floppy from the drugs. 

Plus, it was the end of July and hotter than Hades—my 

dad’s words—even at six a.m.

I was somehow really tired and wide awake at the 

same time.

A nurse in bright blue Crocs came in and wrote with a

marker above each of my eyes. YES above the right and NO

above the left. She showed me in a little handheld mirror.

“This is so no one makes a mistake. We don’t like

mistakes here.”

I wasn’t sure if that made me feel better or worse.

They got me all set up in a hospital bed and stuck an 

IV in the crook of my arm. It didn’t hurt too bad going in, 

but the tape holding it in place kept pulling at my skin 

and pinching me. Then my dad and Linda and I sat there 

for half an hour making awkward small talk.

“How are those shorts? Comfy?” Linda had cut the 

legs off of some Avengers pajama pants to make them.

“Yep. Real comfy.”

Eventually, after we’d talked about pajamas and the 

Avengers as much as I could take, the nurses came and 

rolled me down the hall to a surgery room—Linda wav-
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play it again and again and again, with suggestions 

from Frank and Denny and Lisa each time. And it starts 

to sound better. And better.

After our umpteenth time through, Denny throws a 

towel over to Jimmy, who’s sweating like it’s his job. And 

it’s a job he’s really, really good at.

“You’re rushing, Jimmy.”

Jimmy shakes his head while he wipes down his neck. 

“No, these jack-wagons are dragging.”

“Seriously, Jimmy. Please don’t make me play that 

song again. I beg of you. Just trust me that it’s more of 

a slow roll than an up-tempo thing. It’s called ‘Take It 

Easy,’ after all. So, y’know—take it easy.”

“Okay, okay. Slow my roll. I gotcha.”

I look over at Abby, and she raises her eyebrows, like, 

Check him out! It’s weird to see Jimmy accept a critique 

without throwing something or stomping around like a 

mad little kid. He’s really trying. 

We practice for an hour and a half. And again the next 

night. And Sunday afternoon. Sometimes we run through 

other louder rock songs just to blow the cobwebs out, 

and to keep Denny from going out of his mind—those 

are some of my favorite times—but then we get back 

to the business at hand. And we keep sounding better.

It’s pretty great.
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“Yeah  .  .  .” I put my head back. “Good suggestion,

Jimmy, but I’ll be okay.”

He shrugs. “Suit yerself.” 

After a few minutes, Abby asks, “You gonna tell

Principal Kingsley?”

I sigh. “I don’t know. Maybe? I just need to think. My 

brain feels like a forest fire right now.”

There’s another pause before Jimmy chimes in.

“So  .  .  . the talent show is kind of Sarah’s  .  .  . thing. Are 

we still . . .”

My head snaps up. “Oh. Yeah. We’re still playing, no 

question. And we’re gonna win this thing. Right?”

They both nod enthusiastically, especially Abby. 

“Yeah, let’s do it. What’s the saying? ‘Living well is the 

best revenge’? Something like that?”

I like that. “Yeah, well, let’s do some serious ‘living 

well.’”

Jimmy scratches at the elbow of his denim jacket. 

“I like it, but hear me out. Slashing bicycle tires is 

pretty good revenge too.” 

I look over at him quickly, and he puts up a hand. 

“Kidding! Kidding!” He sniffs and looks away. “But

you know  .  .  . somethin’ to keep in the back of your 

mind . . .”
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I go to bed mad and wake up mad. 

With a brand-new idea for the talent show. 

The day flies by like a weird dream. That morning, 

Sarah—looking all sheepish—starts to come up to me in 

the hall, and I just shake my head and walk away. 

In second period, I hear her get called down to the 

principal’s office. Somebody must have talked. I have to 

admit I feel a rush of satisfaction. I mean, she deserves 

what she gets.

At lunch, I tell Abby and Jimmy my idea, and they’re 

all in. 

Frank and Denny like it too. Lisa needed a little

convincing, but our excitement wins her over as well.

That night’s practice has a whole different energy. 

The next night’s too.

COURSE CORRECTION
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Abby rides with us, and I thank my dad and Linda 

about a hundred times on the way to the house. 

I tell them we’re going to need twenty minutes or so to 

mentally prepare for the show—and I mean it. There’s 

so much flying around in my head it feels like a tornado 

in there. I can tell Abby’s mind is buzzing too. Plus, we 

have some stuff to do.

An hour later I walk into the backstage area of the audi-

torium along with Abby, Jimmy, Lisa, and Frank. Denny 

gets a few looks as he brings in the drums and guitars. 

We find a spot for our stuff, and I duck up the side hall-

way to the lobby to use the bathroom. I’m so nervous, 

I’ve gone three times in the last hour. A bunch of kids 

and parents are in the lobby, making their way into 

SHOWTIME
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